Provider Beware: MACRA Implementation Fraught with Fraud and Abuse Implications
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Although the fate of the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation (CMMI) and the mandatory alternative payment models thereunder face threat of repeal under Republican leadership, the Medicare Access and Chip Reauthorization Act (MACRA) passed with overwhelming bipartisan support (passed the U.S. House 392-37; passed the U.S. Senate 92-8), signaling that both Republicans and Democrats back the shift to value-based reimbursement.²

MACRA, which took effect January 1 of this year, sends a dramatic signal that providers must embrace the new value-based paradigm. Like other value-based initiatives, MACRA requires that providers incur financial risk for clinical outcomes and cost of care.

As participating-providers brace for MACRA’s operational impact, healthcare counsel must brace for the legal implications of the legislation. Depending on the specific facts and circumstances, value-based payment models including those utilized by physicians to meet MACRA standards, may implicate federal fraud and abuse laws.

MACRA Overview

Eligible providers participate in MACRA through one of two tracks: (i) the new Merit-Based Incentive Payment System (MIPS) under which they receive payment rate increases or cuts based on their ability to meet standards; or (ii) the Advanced Alternative Payment Models (APMs) track, under which they receive bonuses for incurring substantial financial risk in qualifying APMs.

Either track requires providers to assume financial accountability for the health of patients beyond a single out-patient procedure, office visit or inpatient admission. Thus, formerly independent providers are incentivized to coordinate care with one another in order to align patient care plans and transitions of care.

Logically, providers and health administrators look to financially incentivize providers for care coordination efforts. However, creating financial incentive models amongst otherwise autonomous providers is a legal hotbed as the Stark Law, Anti-Kickback Statute and Civil Monetary Penalty laws (collectively, “Fraud and Abuse Laws”) treat such shared financial incentives as suspect.

Civil Monetary Penalty Law (CMP)

Congress anticipated such conflicts with CMP. Prior to MACRA, CMP prohibited a hospital from knowingly making a payment directly or indirectly to a physician as an inducement to reduce or limit any services to Medicare or Medicaid beneficiaries under the physician’s care.³

As MACRA necessarily induces physicians to limit unnecessary services to Medicare beneficiaries, §512(a) of MACRA amends §§1128A(b)(1) and (2) of the Civil Monetary Penalty Law to prohibit hospitals from knowingly making a payment directly or indirectly to a physician as an inducement to refer or limit medically necessary services to Medicare or Medicaid beneficiaries under a physician’s care.

However, MACRA has not altered the Anti-Kickback Statute or Stark Law. Thus, MACRA incentive programs must meet a safe harbor under the Anti-Kickback Statute and an exception of Stark Law to comply with the law.

The Anti-Kickback Statute

Under the Anti-Kickback Statute (AKS), it a criminal offense to knowingly and willfully offer, pay, solicit, or receive any remuneration to induce or reward referrals of items or services payable by a Federal health care program.⁴ Pursuant to AKS, “remuneration” includes the transfer of anything of value, directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly, in cash or in kind.⁵
Courts have held that AKS covers any arrangement under which one purpose of the remuneration is to obtain money for the referral of services or to induce further referrals. Thus, financial incentives shared amongst referring providers may be viewed as an inducement for referrals. For example, MACRA compensation arrangements that distribute cost savings generated by referrals to providers with proven cost-efficient services may implicate AKS.

Although 42 C.F.R. §1001.952 provides safe harbors for various payment and business practices, no safe harbor specifically exempts cost-saving financial incentive programs tied to MACRA or alternative payment model implementation. Similarly, the OIG has issued a number of Advisory Opinions approving gainsharing arrangements; however, each Advisory Opinion is limited to the specific set of circumstances presented, and protects only the hospital or provider making the request.6 Although the OIG Advisory Process is available to any provider, it is an arduous, expensive process that may take years to complete.

The Stark Law presents similar barriers to MACRA compensation arrangements.

The Physician Self-Referral Law (Stark Law)

Stark is a strict liability statute, meaning proof of specific intent to violate the law is not required. The Stark law prohibits a physician from making referrals for “designated health services” (DHS) to an entity with which he or she (or an immediate family member) has a financial relationship (including compensation or ownership) that are payable by Medicare; and prohibits the entity from filing claims with Medicare (or billing another individual, entity, or third party payer) for DHS furnished as a result of a prohibited referral.7 If a financial relationship exists between a physician and a DHS entity, in order for a physician to refer to the DHS entity and for such entity to bill for the service, an applicable exception must be met.

The Stark Law grants the Secretary of HHS the authority to create regulatory exceptions for financial relationships that “pose no risk of program or patient abuse.”8 Despite HHS’ authority to establish such exceptions for incentive compensation arrangements under MA-CRA, no such exception exists. HHS has argued that providing such an exception “[w]ould not provide sufficient flexibility for innovative, effective gainsharing and incentive compensation programs.”9 The agency added that “[t]he variety and complexity of gainsharing and similar arrangements would make it difficult to craft a “one-size-fits-all” set of conditions that are sufficiently “bright line” to facilitate compliance and enforceability, yet sufficiently flexible to permit innovation without any risk of program or patient abuse.”10

Thus, MACRA compensation arrangements must fit into an existing Stark exception, many of which require that the volume or value of a physician’s referrals or other business generated between the parties must not be a consideration when determining physician compensation. Thus, Stark Law presents a particularly difficult obstacle to structuring effective value-based payment programs that necessarily take into consideration the “value” of referrals.

HHS recently admitted the difficulty of structuring MACRA compensation arrangements to comply with Stark Law stating to Congress that “[e]xisting exceptions to the physician self-referral law, while useful, may not be sufficiently flexible to encourage a variety of non-abusive and beneficial gainsharing, P4P [pay for performance], and similar arrangements.”11

HHS added that the prohibition on considering “volume or value” of referrals when formulating physician compensation “can pose impediments for the implementation of gainsharing arrangements, because compensation paid to a physician for reducing costs or increasing profits through changes to his or her patient care practice could be interpreted to take into account the volume or value of the physician’s referrals of DHS for Medicare beneficiaries.”12

Waivers for Medicare Shared Savings Program and Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation Initiatives

Recognizing the barriers that AKS and Stark Law pose to implementation of value based payment models, HHS has issued certain waivers of the physician self-referral law and AKS to allow gainsharing and similar arrangements in connection with certain APMs, including an “ACO pre-participation waiver”, and an “ACO participation waiver.”13

Fraud and Abuse waivers issued to date are available at:


However, such waivers are only applicable to specific alternative payment and care delivery models, such as the MSSP and bundled payment programs. Although such waivers are essential for facilitating these programs, the program-by-program
Despite HHS’ authority to establish such exceptions for incentive compensation,

The American Hospital Association and other provider association groups continue to advocate for HHS to grant broad waivers of Fraud and Abuse Laws for new payment models necessary for MACRA implementation. The American Hospital Association recently wrote, “[t]he fraud and abuse laws need to be adapted to support not hamper the new payment models. To that end, Congress should create legal safe zones to support and foster arrangements designed to achieve the goals of payment-for-value rather than volume-based programs.... There should be clear and comprehensive protection for arrangements designed and implemented to meet those goals.”

Conclusion

For now, when advising clients on value based payment initiatives, including MACRA, it is best to ensure arrangements are properly structured to satisfy the requirements of an applicable exception to the physician self-referral law and not violate the Federal Anti-Kickback statute. All provider clients should be warned of the Fraud and Abuse implications of the value-based reimbursement paradigm.
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